
Baron & Brekke,

Corbin,



Hello
Thank you so much for spending time to learn about our
family. We are praying that you will find peace in the
decisions you are having to make. We can’t imagine how
hard this has been for you and wish you strength along your
journey. You would always be respected and loved in our
home if you chose our family to be a part of your child’s life.
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for considering us to
love your baby.



This Is Us
Several times a year we take an
unexpected day trip because we love to
be spontaneous! Last month we decided
one morning to drive to Nashville for the
day to explore a hotel with waterfalls
and beautiful indoor landscaping. We
packed up and left within a half hour!
One of our favorite parts of this hotel is a
little cave that you can walk through
and get sprayed from the waterfall. Your
child will always be encouraged to
make time for fun and exploration.

Brekke is a stay at home mom. After seven
years as a labor & delivery nurse we made
the decision for Brekke to stay home when
we became parents. Brekke loves being
able to be involved in Corbin’s everyday
activities like snuggling on the couch to
read books about outer space and taking
trips to the children’s museum where
Corbin’s favorite part is the water station.

Your child will have a big brother. For
Brekke, growing up with a brother meant
having a partner in life, someone to be
there for you in scary situations, and even
someone to dress up and play silly games
with. In the picture on the right, Brekke and
her brother chose their Halloween costumes
the day of and somehow threw together a
ninja and princess costume at the last
minute. Your child will have an older sibling
to laugh and explore with, and have a
friend and protector for life.



Meet Brekke (by Baron)

Brekke has always been talkative and
outgoing, ever since she was a child and
got in trouble at school for talking too
much. She has always wanted to make sure
that everyone had a friend and feels
supported. One of her favorite things to do
for a friend is to bring coffee unexpectedly if
they’re having a rough day; she loves
Dunkin’ Donuts coffee best!

It is important for Brekke to volunteer her time
to help others. She volunteers for a
photography organization that donates photo
sessions to families with children who are
ill. One of her most meaningful volunteer
experiences was when she volunteered at
orphanages in Botswana, Africa. One of the
children sang a song to the tune of “If You’re
Happy and You Know It” but all of the words
were in Tswana, her native language. Brekke
learned that a smile, and a song, are universal
while clapping along and singing the same
song in different languages.

Brekke is open to trying new things, even
things she’s unsure that she’ll like. A few
months ago she started running and
signed up for a 10K race. She has really
enjoyed it and loves listening to
podcasts and audiobooks while she
runs. When she runs in our
neighborhood, Corbin likes to cheer her
on when she passes our house and even
join in to cross the finish line!



Meet Baron (by Brekke)

Baron plans special “Daddy Days”
where he and Corbin go somewhere
fun together. One of their favorites is
the monthly trip to Home Depot Kid’s
Workshop to work on a project.
Recently, they went to an airshow.
Baron planned the whole day
perfectly so they would have time to
see the whole show and every single
airplane on display!

Baron’s parents are both pilots so he
developed a passion for aviation growing up
and got his pilot’s license when he was only
seventeen. While he still loves full sized
airplanes, he spends time flying drones for
fun as well. Once he tried to teach Brekke’s
Dad how to fly a drone and they ended up
losing it in the woods! He was more
successful in teaching Brekke and we had
races through our living room and under our
kitchen table!

Baron is selfless and determined. Last year Baron and
Corbin signed up for a short, one mile kids’ race. Corbin
declared he was “exhausted” before the race even
started and insisted Baron carry him. For the entire race,
Baron had a hot, sweaty kid wrapped around his head,
but they finished the whole mile with smiles on their
faces! Baron will encourage your child to finish things
and help him or her in any way he can.



Our Beginning

In a span of two months, Baron
graduated, we got married, went on a
honeymoon, moved 600 miles away,
and Baron started his first job after
school (and we got stuck in the supply
room of a grocery store during a
tornado outbreak). It was a whirlwind
time, but we stuck together and it
helped to strengthen our relationship
and teach us to always depend on
each other.

We’ve always known that we want more
than one child. We know that adoption is
the right path for us to expand our family,
and are excited to begin this journey and
learn about your wishes.

A friend wanted to set us up on a blind date and
told Baron that Brekke wanted him to email her,
which was not true! Brekke was mad when she saw
an email from Baron, but she agreed to go on just
one date with Baron to make her friend happy. We
had dinner at an Italian restaurant then went
bowling. Baron was really good and Brekke could
barely get the ball down to the pins without it going
in the gutter. For our first anniversary Brekke went
back to that same bowling alley and got a pin to
make into a scrapbook for Baron; he was so
surprised when he found out it was from the same
place where we had our first date.

After just a few months of dating, Brekke realized
that her friend was right! We are a great match
because we have so much in common even
though our personalities are total opposites! Baron is
a quiet thinker and Brekke wears her heart on her
sleeve and is more emotional. Our differences help
us tackle problems together as a team.



Meet Corbin

Corbin is very outgoing and loving. He took
karate classes last year and, like Brekke, he had
trouble with talking during class. Several times he
had to do extra push ups because he interrupted
the teacher to tell him, “I love you!” Your child
will have a big brother who will make sure that
he or she knows that they are loved every single
day.

Corbin loves babies. He recently got to
meet his newborn cousin and was so
careful when holding her. Brekke asked
him if he wanted to sing her a song and he
said “No! She’s sleeping, we have to be
quiet because she needs her rest!” Your
child will have a thoughtful big brother.

Corbin is empathetic and caring. Last year his friend
was in the hospital and Corbin insisted on bringing her
some of his favorite toys. He was incredibly gentle while
sitting next to her sharing lunch. His friend’s doctor tried
to get her to walk a lap around the hospital but being
afraid of pain she wouldn’t do it. Corbin took her hand
and led her out of room while distracting her with silly
faces. They walked a lap around the hospital together
successfully!



For Fun

We spend time outdoors as much as we
can. We frequently eat outside, play at our
neighborhood park, and go for walks after
dinner. Summer months are spent in our
pool and in the winter we take advantage
of the few snow days we get each year.
Last year our dogs got a chance to play in
a couple of inches of snow and Max slid all
around our backyard looking for his ball.

We love trying new activities as a family.
Once we tried hiking a new trail near our
house. It was far more difficult than we
expected and was challenging for us both,
not to mention Corbin. We stuck with it and
four hours later we finished the loop after
crossing a waterfall and pushing Corbin up
what seemed like a vertical cliff! Your child will
learn to take on adventure and tackle
challenges together.

We don’t miss adventures! Last year for the solar
eclipse, we traveled with friends and family for
several hours so we could see the darkness of the
total eclipse. It took a lot of planning, but when the
moon covered the sun and it was dark as night in
the middle of the day we realized that the work was
so worth it! Your child will not miss out on once in a
lifetime experiences because there is work required,
and we will encourage him or her to share these
experiences with friends and family.



We love the beach. For the past few years
we’ve gone to the beach with our friends
and their children. Last year it was
unseasonably cold and although we had to
bundle up, we still were able to enjoy
playing in the sand and listening to the
ocean. On our last day there it was warm
enough to put our bathing suits on and
swim, finally!

We take a road trip to visit our
friends from college every year, and
it’s fun to see how the group grows
as each family adds more children.
Between our three families there
are 7 children under 7 years old!

We love to spend time with friends at local
attractions too, like the botanical gardens and
the zoo! The last time we went to the zoo the
kids were more excited about the fake
elephant than the real ones! We get together
with friends and their children a couple times
a week. Your child will have many
opportunities to play with other children his or
her age and be a part of a community.



This Is Our Home
We live in a two story home in a family friendly
neighborhood right in the middle of our city. We have the
feeling of a small neighborhood but live within a couple
minutes of everything that we need! We moved into this
house because of the great school district. Your child’s
elementary school would only be four minutes away.

Our pool makes our backyard our
favorite place to spend time during
the summer. One Saturday morning
we did some yard work then jumped
in the pool to cool off and didn’t get
out until it was time for bed! We went
through an entire bottle of
sunscreen! We’re very safety
conscious with the pool and Corbin
took swim lessons all summer. When
it’s too cold to swim, we love to sit by
the fire pit and snuggle!

Our neighborhood is full of families
and lots of young children. There
are always people playing in their
front yards or at the neighborhood
park which is only three houses
away from us! We walk to the park
several times a week! Corbin still
loves the baby swings and once
got his foot stuck in one. Thank
goodness for our neighbors who
provided an extra hand to get him
unstuck!



This Is Our Town

We love living within walking distance to our library
that has an amazing children’s section. They have
baby, toddler, and preschool story times throughout
the week and a fun play area with blocks, magnet
tiles, and wooden trucks. Once, when Corbin and a
couple other boys had spent twenty minutes
carefully building a really tall tower, one of the boys
accidently knocked it over. It was the loudest crash
and all of the kids gasped! They rebuilt it quickly and
then tiptoed away from it slowly and it stayed
standing!

We live just a short walk from a handful of
restaurants and love to walk to dinner. One of
our favorites is a pizza place that serves
homemade gelato. Brekke’s favorite flavor is
Birthday Cake and Baron loves Sea Salt
Caramel. Once we ordered dessert first
because we were too hungry to wait for our
pizza to bake, and now it’s a tradition!

Our town has celebrations, parades, and festivals
all throughout the year; we are lucky to live just a
few minutes from everything. In the fall we go to a
fall festival put on by a local church. This year it was
unseasonably hot for the fall festival so there were
water balloons instead of hay rides, but all of the
kids enjoyed it anyway!



The Rest Of Us
Your child will have a big brother, two cousins, four grandparents, and an aunt and uncle.

The children are the center of our family and activities
are usually planned around what the kids
enjoy. Baron’s parents spent Christmas with us last year
and his mom brought five different gingerbread houses
to make with Corbin! Just one of them remained
standing past a couple of days because we all
grabbed a piece of candy each time we walked by!

Baron’s family is quiet, peaceful, and
reserved, They always bring lots of
books for Corbin and they love reading
together. They also love to be outside
and always find new toys to enjoy
outdoors! They brought this toy that
Corbin called the “flying saucer” and it
went much faster than any of us
expected!

Brekke’s family is more loud,
physical, and they are always
laughing. The last time we got
together, we spent the evening
reenacting a balancing act that
someone had seen on “America’s
Got Talent.” The kids ended up
piling on top of Grammy in a fit of
giggles after the balancing act
failed!



Our family always pitches in to support and help
each other. Last year we had sold our house and
were getting ready to move. Brekke’s parents
came to help us pack and move all of our stuff
into our new house! Corbin and Grammy ended
up sitting at the kid’s table because we packed
up all of our chairs for the kitchen table!

Our family is thoughtful and sentimental.
Baron and his Dad worked together on
rebuilding an airplane from World War 2
when Baron was a teenager. After
Corbin was born, Baron’s mom found a
toy airplane that Corbin could ride on
that was the same colors as Baron’s
Dad’s airplane!

When we get together we like to play games and
can be very competitive! One Thanksgiving,
Brekke’s Mom and Baron’s Mom teamed up
against us and had no shame completely
destroying us while playing a game called “Logos”.
One of our favorite games is “Catch Phrase” and
every time we play we laugh until we are all crying.

We love to spend time together near the
water! Brekke’s Dad loves to let the kids think
they are driving the boat all by themselves
when he’s actually driving with his knees. The
kids love to watch the dolphins, pelicans,
and look for manatees! Once we spent all
day on the boat and then came home and
jumped in the pool. Everyone’s fingers were
wrinkly all night long!



Seasonal Fun
Every Christmas, Brekke makes ricotta
gnocchi from scratch. It takes several hours
and it always looks like a bag of flour
exploded in the kitchen. Once we invited
our friends’ families for dinner and Brekke
had the kids help her. It took twice as long
to make! We were starving when we finally
ate Christmas dinner, but the kids loved
making “playdoh snakes” out of the pasta
dough. We are excited to learn about
special traditions from your family so we can
share them with your child.

We like to rent a secluded cabin for
Thanksgiving to spend uninterrupted time
together. Last year’s cabin had no internet or
cable and it was so relaxing to get away from
it all! We made a scavenger hunt for Corbin
and because he couldn’t read yet we drew
pictures of the items he needed to find like an
acorn, a tree with red leaves, a ladybug, and a
rock shaped like a triangle. After a chilly
afternoon exploring the mountains, he finally
checked everything off the list!

We love to enjoy the many unique local
festivities in our area. Our neighborhood is near
a main road in our town, so we walk to holiday
and homecoming parades and the annual 4th

of July fireworks. Also, every spring there is a
kite festival and our favorite is the hot air
balloon festival. We get there in the early
afternoon and stay until dusk when all the
balloons light their burners and make the most
beautiful glow over the entire sky! Once Baron
got to hold the tether line for one of the
balloons; it was harder than it looks!



Day To Day

We spend time everyday playing with
our dogs. Both our dogs were born on
holidays, and their personalities match
them perfectly: Macey was born on
Valentine’s Day and is sweet, calm,
and loves to nap, while Max was born
on Cinco de Mayo and he is always
ready for a party! He will play fetch
until he can’t run anymore. Once we
were flying paper airplanes and Max
caught the airplane! Your child will be
able to learn the companionship and
responsibility of pet ownership.

Baron loves his job as an aerospace engineer. His
company is extremely family friendly and allows him to
have a flexible schedule. His company holds functions for
the whole family throughout the year, like in September
when the company picnic was at the pumpkin patch!
Baron is able to attend school functions, doctors
appointments, or take days off to spend time together as
a family.

Brekke became interested in photography after she
became a mom. She currently runs a part-time
photography business, but works from home and sets
her own schedule. She is able to photograph other
families for work, but she still enjoys taking photos of
our family too! It brings her so much joy to document
our family’s everyday life. We would love to share
photographs of your child that Brekke takes over the
years.



Thank You
We are so thankful that you’ve spent time reading through our book
and praying that we’ve been able to show you enough about our
family for you to get to know us. If you choose our family for your child,
we would make sure that he or she always knows how much you love
him or her and that the decision you made was completely out of
love and hope for their future. We are excited to learn about what
kind of relationship you are hopeful for and would be thrilled to have
contact through the years and have a relationship develop in the
future should you desire. We are so grateful to you for considering our
family as part of your child’s story and we look forward to hearing from
you soon.


